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IRFEL Startup Procedure

Version: 1.1, 12/17/96

Custodian: Stephen Benson

Overview

This procedure describes the accelerator state required for laser turn-on, the laser
turn-on procedure, and two options for electron beam overlap optimization.  It should be
noted that the procedure is being optimized for speed since the system may drift during
the turn-on procedure.

1.0 Assumptions

It is assumed in this procedure that we have the following accelerator and FEL
hardware installed and checked out:

1. Commissioned injector capable of accelerating several milliamperes of
electrons to 10 MeV with good beam quality and stability.  The cathode
lifetime should be sufficient to provide for an 8 hour shift of electron beam at
greater than one milliampere of current.

2. A cryomodule capable of accelerating 1.1 mA of electrons by 29 MeV.  This
implies the use of klystrons with 8 kW power output and all eight cavities
functioning normally.

3. A wiggler with a period of 2.7 cm, 40 effective periods, and a field of 5.5 kG
will be used. This yields an rms K2 value of 0.95.  The trajectory in the
wiggler  will wander by less than ±100 µm and the gain reduction due to
phase noise should be less than 2%.  The initial electron beam setup and
commissioning will be done with the wiggler removed to limit the radiation
dose received by the wiggler.

4. An optical cavity with calcium fluoride mirrors with radius of curvature equal
to 4.045 meter sseparated by 8.0105 meters.  The downstream mirror will be a
high reflector with >99% reflectivity.  The upstream will be an output coupler
with ~96% reflectivity.  The Rayleigh range will be 40 cm.  The optical cavity
mode will be aligned along the wiggler axis to an initial accuracy of better
than 10 mrad.  The optical cavity length will be set to the correct length to an
accuracy of ±100 µm.

5. All diagnostics, magnets, RF systems, and vacuum systems will be installed
and checked out up to the first light electron beam dump.  All diagnostics will
be capable of functioning accurately with the design electron beam intensity
and pulse structure.
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6. The commissioning of the accelerator will be done with pulsed beam of
sufficient duration that transients will not affect the diagnostics' measurement
accuracy.  If this is not possible, feed-forward techniques must be used to
maintain the electron beam quality at acceptable levels.

7. This procedure assumes that the electron beamline and its elements have been
checked out through to the first light beam dump and that 1.1 mA of 37.5
MeV CW electron beam has been run to the dump for at least one shift.

2.0 Prerequisites

Table 1. reviews the assumed electron beam parameters and lists a primary and
secondary diagnostic to measure each parameter. This is for the standard lasing setup.  A
different set is required for electron beam overlap using the third harmonic radiation.

Note that some of the measurements can be done once and then repeated only when
one suspects a problem.  These include the dispersion measurement, electron beam
energy, and rms angle and position jitter.  Other measurements such as the electron
energy stability, phase stability, rms energy spread, emittance, and bunch length should
be done each time lasing is attempted.  If it is found that there is good correlation
between emittance at the entrance to the cryomodule and the emittance at the FEL, one
can use the slit emittance measurement system to quickly check the emittance and beta
functions before proceeding.

The electron beam stability numbers (current stability, energy stability, position and
angle jitter, phase jitter) are rigid limits.  Lasing should not be attempted if they are not
met.  The beta functions must be achieved to a tolerance of around 20% to achieve lasing.
After lasing is initiated they must be optimized for extraction efficiency.  The other
parameters (emittances, energy spread, average current, and bunch length) can be larger
than their tolerance if another parameter compensates.  The key parameter here is the
calculated gain, which must not be smaller than 30%.  The actual gain can easily be a
factor of ten smaller than the calculated gain when the laser is first set up.  The gain can
be calculated, for a 37.5 MeV beam, 4.9 µm wavelength, and wiggler parameter K2=0.95
as equal to:

    

G = 0.0272I

(1+ µc)(1+ a)(1+ σ2) 1+ a2 /(2(1+ σ2))
(1)

where     µc = 65µm σ z,
  
σ = 200σγ γ( ), and     a = 347 cm−1ε N , and I is the peak current.

Since the calculated gain must be greater than 30%, the peak current must be higher than
11 A even for a perfect electron beam.  For even an excellent beam it must be 25% larger
than this or about 14 A.  Beam quality can suffer substantially if the current is much
higher.
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Table 1. Electron beam parameter measurement desired values and diagnostics.

Parameter Value Primary Diagnostic Secondary Diagnostic
Electron beam
kinetic energy

37.5 MeV Optical chicane OTR
IBV2F00

Optical spectrometer
IBV1G00

Electron beam
energy jitter

0.04% rms IPM2F06 in optical
chicane 2

IPM1G00 in energy
recovery beam dump.

Average current 1.1 mA Straight-ahead dump
Faraday cup IDC2G00

Gap monitor ICB0F01

Current jitter 2% p-p Gap monitor ICB0F01 IDC2G00
Repetition rate 18.71 MHz Light box photodetector Gap monitor ICB0F01
Charge per bunch 60 pC Derived from average

current and rep. rate
Gap monitor ICB0F01

Normalized
transverse emittance

8.7 mm-mrad Scanning quad
technique using
MQB2F04 and
IBV2F05

Spot sizes on wiggler
viewers (3 viewer
technique)

Longitudinal
emittance

33 keV-deg Derived from σγ and στ

Beta functions at
wiggler

ßx=ßy=32 cm
at wiggler
center

Derived from back
propagation of beam
from ε measurement

Spot sizes on wiggler
viewers

rms Energy spread 0.15% Spot size at IBV2F06 Spot size at IBV1G00
Bunch length 1 psec Happek Interferometer

IIA2F02 at IBV2F05
Diode IBL2F02
(ITA1F04?)

Peak current 22 A Inferred from charge
and bunch length

Dispersion in
wiggler

<12 cm Inferred from dx/dE and
dy/dE at IPM2F02 and
IPM2F05 (SEE BPMs)

30 Hz measurement
system?

rms position jitter <100 µm Extrapolate from x(t)
and y(t) at IPM2F02
and IPM2F05

Movement on wiggler
OTRs vs. 60 Hz phase

rms angle jitter <250 µrad Extrapolate from x(t)
and y(t) at IPM2F02
and IPM2F05

Movement on wiggler
OTRs vs. 60 Hz phase

Phase jitter <1.3x10-8/fm
rms jitter

M56 cavity ICM1F01A
phase noise

Fast diode phase
noise?

For addition information:  www.cebaf.gov/accel/fel/documentation/feldoc5-1-7.html
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Assume the following starting condition:

1. Pulsed beam threaded to the energy recovery dump with 18.71 MHz
micropulse repetition rate and a nominal  macropulse length and repetition
rate for viewer limited operation.

2. All magnets after the injection chicane powered to their model values or those
determined from previous commissioning to be optimal.

3. All diagnostics functioning.  BPMs calibrated against the nearest quadrupoles.
Bunch length diodes calibrated against Happek interferometers.

4. All valves to first light dump open.

5. Model server is working properly.

3.0 Thread to First light dump

1. Check phasing of cavities. Verify proper energy, energy spread and energy
jitter using spectrometer viewer IBV1G00.

2. Turn off beam and zero the field in the spectrometer dipoles.  Turn on the
extraction chicane dipoles and standardize them.

3. Thread viewer limited beam to the first light dump, checking spot size on each
viewer against the expected size.  Verify that the beam is the correct position
on IBV2F00 (the chicane 1 OTR viewer).

4. Center the beam on all the viewers and BPMs.  (This assumes that the BPMs
have been calibrated against the nearest quadrupoles to get their offsets.).
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4.0 Verify electron beam parameters

1. Use scanning quadrupole technique to measure the emittance and Twiss
parameters at MQB2F04 using that quad and IBV2F05.  Verify that the beam
emittance is acceptable and that the Twiss parameters are appropriate for the
proper wiggler match.  Double check that the match to the wiggler is correct
as seen on the wiggler OTRs.  If match or Twiss parameters are wrong,
rematch to the wiggler using model server.

2. Verify beam current on the first light current monitor IDC2G00.  Verify beam
current stability using the gap monitor ICB0F01 and IDC2G00.

3. Adjust cryomodule gang phase to maximize total power signal on diode bunch
length monitor ITA1F04.  Measure pulse length using the Happek
interferometer IIA2F02 at IBV2F05.  Verify that the bunch length is less than
~3 psec FWHM and that the peak current is acceptable (i.e. that the gain in
equation (1) is greater than 30%).

4. Dither cavity 1 of the cryomodule (this is the last SRF cavity seen by the
electron beam) by ±1% while monitoring the beam position and beam loss
monitors.  There should be no beam loss and the beam should not move by
more than ±1 mm in the wiggler.

5. Check beam position on the wiggler viewers and beam position monitors as a
function of 60 Hz phase.  Make sure that the movement is within
specifications.  Monitor BLM signal to verify that beam loss is acceptable
regardless of 60 Hz phase.  Set up the BLMs for CW operation.

6. Switch to cw mode and monitor the beam position at IPM2F00, IPM2F02, and
IPM2F05 to verify that the beam energy, steering and position. are within
specifications (need Douglas to provide dispersion at IPM2F00, M12 and M34
between BPMs and wiggler center and between each other so that calibration
is possible).

7. Verify that the phase noise as measured in cavity ICM1F01A is within
specifications.  This is especially important at high frequencies since a 1/f
rolloff is required.  A permanent on-line readout of the spectrum would be
quite useful.  This could be arranged using an audio spectrum analyzer and a
mixer.
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5.0 Optimize electron beam/optical cavity overlap

1. Acquire signal on optical diagnostic using the whole-beam pellicle pickoff
(This is a pellicle which intercepts the light transport to the photon dump and
redirects it into the diagnostic line).  This may take several shifts but can be
done partly in parallel with electron beam setup.

2. Optimize steering into total power detector using optical beam transport
steering.

3. Optimize optical steering into spectrometer (this should be automatic but must
be checked) and set slits to optimize signal to noise.

4. Acquire 5 µm spectrum and compare to theory.  If it matches theory, go to
step 9.  If it does not, continue to step 16.

5. Set the wavelength on the short wavelength side 30% down in amplitude from
the peak.

6. Optimize the optical cavity steering.  First adjust the upstream mirror to
maximize the signal.  Then adjust the downstream mirror.  After each 20%
improvement in the signal amplitude, steps 2–5 should be repeated.

7. Adjust the electron beam steering to maximize the signal.  If the signal
increases more than 20%, repeat step 5 and continue.

8. Go to step 4.  If no improvement to the spectrum is seen after several
iterations, go to step 9 anyway.

9. Adjust spectrometer to the point of maximum slope on the long wavelength
side of the spectrum.  Scan the optical cavity length while monitoring the
power at this wavelength.  If a length enhancement is seen, go to next section.
If length enhancement is not seen, one may have to use the third harmonic
spectral diagnostic or recheck the electron beam parameter.
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6.0 Laser Turn-on

1. If length enhancement is seen, optimize the signal using the following order:

a. Upstream mirror
b. Downstream mirror
c. Electron beam vertical steering
d. Electron beam horizontal steering
e. Electron beam focus starting with the upstream quadrupoles. (it would

be really useful to have computer knobs set up to vary the horizontal
and vertical alpha and beta functions in the wiggler independently of
one another.  This has been on my wish list for the past ten years).

f. Cryomodule gang phase.
g. Injector phases and amplitudes.
h. Injector solenoid settings(these last two will be very touchy).

At some point the low power detector will saturate even with substantial
attenuation in front of it.  At this point the thermopile detector should be used. Also, at
some point the whole-beam pellicle pickoff must be removed and the diagnostics must be
switched over to the diagnostic pickoff port.

2. A couple of interations of the signals in step 6.1 may be required before the
power is truly optimized.  Save settings at the end of each iteration.
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7. Third harmonic overlap procedure

In order to use the third harmonic to optimize the spectrum, the rms energy spread
must be less than 0.05% and the emittance must be less than 5 mm-mrad.  This may
require lowering the charge in the accelerator or operating the accelerator on crest in a
non-bunching mode of operation.  The peak current need not be high for this procedure.
It is better to tradeoff energy spread for peak current.  If necessary, the micropulse
repetition rate may be increased to keep the average current the same.  One may, for
example, reduce the current by a factor of four and increase the repetition rate to 74.85
MHz.

1. Optimize optical steering into spectrometer and set slits to optimize signal to
noise.

2. Optimize the optical cavity steering.  First adjust the upstream mirror to
optimize the signal.  Then adjust the downstream mirror.

3. Adjust the electron beam steering to maximize the spectral peak while
minimizing the spectral width and wavelength.

4. Compare the spectrum with theory.  If the spectrum matches the calculated
one scan length.  If the spectrum is broader than the calculated value, go to
step one and repeat until calculated spectrum is achieved or until no
improvement is seen.  At this point the length should be scanned.


